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Physical Education
Recreation and Municipal Park Administration
Charles K. Brightbill Papers, 1929-1966

Box 1:
Biographical Information Sheets, Publication Lists, Activities Reports, 1935, 1947-66
Certificates and Awards, 1929-31, 1948-66
Pennsylvania State College, 1930-32
Military Recreation Facilities in Iceland, Report on, 1941
Federal Personnel Reports, Applications and Efficiency Reports, 1943-51
Photographs, 1949-66
Photographs, Portrait and Family, 1920-65
"Random Thoughts on Life and Leisure," 1961-66

Box 2:

Box 3:
Aurora, Illinois Recreation Study, 1964
Manuscripts, 1965, 1966
Undated Manuscripts, Titles A-L

Box 4:
Undated Manuscripts, Titles N-S
Undated Manuscripts, Titles T-Y and unidentified
Papers by Seward C. Staley and others, 1952-57
Student Papers, 1952, 1957-59
Recreation and the Physically Handicapped, 1954-61
Hospital Recreation Services, 1957-60
Physical Fitness - Exercise, 1959
Rockefeller Grant Interviews, 1960 - (disk recordings) with medical representatives on relation of recreation to medicine and rehabilitation

Box 5:
Published Articles and Programs, 1938, 1945, 1947
Published Articles and Programs, 1949-50
Published Articles and Programs, 1951-53
Published Articles and Programs, 1954-56
Published Articles and Programs, 1957-61
Published Articles and Programs, 1963-64
Published Articles and Programs, 1965-66

**Box 6:**


**Box 7:**

College Transcripts, 1932, 1934
Correspondence, 1936-42
Correspondence, 1943-46
Veterans Administration Recreation Service, 1947
Correspondence, 1947-50
Correspondence, 1951-53
Correspondence, 1954-55
Illinois - Appointments, Sabbatical, 1957-66 and Sick Leaves (Personnel)
Correspondents, List of, ca. 1965
Correspondence, 1956-66 A-B
Box 8:
Correspondence, 1956-66  C-D
Correspondence, 1956-66  E-F
Extension Advisory Committee, University, 1962-64
Correspondence, 1956-66  G-H
Illinois Recreation Association, 1960-63
Correspondence, 1956-66  J-K
Kennedy Foundation, 1962-66 - Recreation for the retarded

Box 9:
Correspondence, 1956-66  L-M
Merger of National Recreation Association and American Recreation Society as the National Recreation and Park Association, 1962-66
Correspondence, 1956-66  N-O
Correspondence, 1956-66  P-R
Correspondence, 1956-66  S-T
Security, Strategy for American (Melman), 1963
Sports Medicine, Articles for Encyclopedia of, 1965
Correspondence, 1956-66  U-Z

Box 10:
Biographical Data, 1930-35
News clippings of early career, Reading, Pennsylvania
Recreation reports
Personal pictures and news clippings
Picnic suggestions, 1931, 1933
Career at Decatur, Illinois, 1936-37  (vols. 1-3)
Pictures, news clippings
Association with WPA, growth of Recreation Department

Box 11:
Decatur, Volume 4, 1937
Pictures, news clippings
"A New Cure for an Old Ailment" in Osteopathic Magazine, June, 1937
"Where Night is Turned into Day" in Recreation, July 1937
"We went to Atlantic City" in Recreation, July 1937
Clippings on appointment as field representative of National Recreation Association for
New England, 1937
Obituary Material, 1966 (2 folders)
  Correspondence, magazine articles and newspaper clippings
Pictures of U.S.O., 1941

Box 12:

Scrapbook, 1941
  News clippings
  Work for Improving Recreation for Servicemen
  U.S.O activities

Box 13:

Scrapbook, 1942
  News clippings showing progress of U.S.O and Brightbill's career
  Announcements and programs for U.S.O. activities